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ABSTRACT
In design of evacuation plans for major metropolises, it should be recognized that a potentially large
number of evacuees depend either on transit or other modes for evacuation, or need to walk over a distance
to access their cars. In the process of approaching some designated pick-up points or intermediate
destinations, the massive number of pedestrians may incur tremendous burden to vehicles in the roadway
network. Hence, development of a simulation tool, capable of replicating the realistic road condition for
both the pedestrian and vehicle flows under the chaotic situation, is an imperative task. Such a simulation
tool should be able to account for individual behaviors as well as all kinds of interactions, including
conflicts between pedestrians, between vehicles, and between pedestrians and vehicles. Despite the
increasing use of traffic simulation as the primary analysis tool, effective mechanisms to simulate the
mixed vehicle-pedestrian flows under congested environments remains at its infancy. In this study, we
attempt to address this vital subject with the Mixed-Cellular Automata (MCA) method. Our proposed
simulation model has integrated the strengths of the CA method with some probabilistic functions, offering
a realistic mechanism to reflect the competing and conflict interactions between vehicle and pedestrian
flows. Although the development remains at its preliminary stage, our experimental results clearly indicate
that failing to account for the impact of mixed flow interactions in a congested traffic system could result
in far underestimate of the delay, travel time, and system throughput.
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INTRODUCTION
In design of evacuation plans for major metropolises, it should be recognized that a potentially large
number of evacuees depend either on transit or other modes for evacuation, or need to walk over a distance
to access their cars. In the process of approaching some designated pick-up points or intermediate
destinations, the massive number of pedestrians may incur tremendous burden to vehicles in the roadway
network. Hence, development of a simulation tool, capable of replicating the realistic road condition for
both the pedestrian and vehicle flows under the chaotic situation, is an imperative task. Such a simulation
tool should be able to account for individual behaviors as well as all kinds of interactions, including
conflicts between pedestrians, between vehicles, and between pedestrians and vehicles
In review of simulation literature, it is clear that many traffic simulation programs for different
purposes have been developed. Examples of simulation tools developed over the past several decades are
INTRAS [1], CARSIM [2], INTEGRATION [3], THOREAU [4], PARAMICS [5], DYNASMART [6],
MITSIM [7], TRANSMIS [8], INTELSIM [9], CORSIM [10], AIMSUM [11], ARCHISIM [12],
CELLSIM [13], VISSIM and TRANSMODELER.
Depending on the embedded logic for replicating the traffic flow characteristics, one can classify all
existing simulation programs developed with classical traffic flow theory into three distinct categories:
macroscopic [14, 15] [16, 17], microscopic [18-22] [23-26] and mesoscopic [27, 28] models. Since the
properties of pedestrian flow and its interaction with vehicles have not been adequately addressed by the
traffic flow community, most existing traffic simulation programs are not capable of realistically
replicating the interactions between the mixed pedestrian-vehicle flows.
Instead of grounding the logic on a well-established traffic flow theory, some researchers have
explored the Cellular Automata (CA) methodology to develop low-fidelity micro-simulation models that
can account for the interactions between pedestrian and vehicle flows by dividing both the time and the
space into discrete units and update the flow movements with a set of local rules. Due to its simplicity for
computer implementation, such models are quite efficient for large-scale network simulation [29] or online
simulation [30].
Examples of simulation model developed with such a method include a pioneering stochastic CA
model (NaSch model) to study the 1-dimensional vehicle traffic in 1992 [31], and its later extensions to
replicate various vehicle traffic phenomenon [32-41]. Some researchers also extended these CA-based
simulation models to multi-lane roadways by incorporating some deterministic [42] or stochastic [43, 44,
45] lane-changing rules. In order to overcome the shortcomings of applying cellular automata (CA) and car
following (CF) theories independently, Bham et al. presented a traffic simulation model, CELLSIM, that
integrates CA and CF models in the simulation process [46].
With respect to the simulation of the pedestrian flow dynamics, some researchers proposed the use of
the LG (Lattice Gas) models and the FF (Floor Field) models. The LG model [47-72] belongs to the CA
model and is its special case, which is most suitable for bi-directional flow studies. The floor field concept
was introduced by Schadschneider et al. [73, 74] to enhance the CA modeling methodology, which was
inspired by the process of chemotaxis as used by some insects [75]. Friction and repulsion [76, 77]
parameters are later introduced to the floor field model to represent the hesitation and reaction of the
pedestrians.
One of the pedestrian flow simulation issues reported in the CA-application literature is the diagonal
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movement. Although some studies have addressed this issue [78], most of existing CA-based simulation
models view the diagonal move in the same manner as with the lateral or parallel movements. However,
such a simplification could yield unrealistic results for simulating massive pedestrian flows over a long
walking distance.
On the subject of mixed pedestrian-vehicle flows over a congested network, only very limited number
of studies has been reported in the literature. Among those, Helbing and Jiang [79] proposed a macro
model to investigate analytically the oscillations and delays of pedestrian and vehicle flows. Jiang and Wu
[80, 81] explored a simple lattice gas model to study the vehicle and pedestrian flows in a narrow channel.
All such models presume that the moving directions of both types of traffic flows are given. Muhammed
and Noland [82] studied the pedestrian traffic with VISSIM, where vehicle and pedestrian modes actually
are operated independently and controlled by the traffic signals at potential conflicting areas. The
inevitable conflict between vehicle and pedestrian flows over a congested network, which could incur a
chaotic state especially during emergency evacuation, has not been addressed yet by any existing traffic
simulation model.
Note that the conflicts between vehicle and pedestrian flows often occur at those areas without
adequate control devices, e.g., parking areas, un-signalized intersections. For example, Figure 1 gives a
road network with one intersection, which has 2 OD-pairs for the vehicles and 2 OD-pairs for the
pedestrians. Assuming that the pedestrians stick to the rules that crossing can only occur at the intersection,
Figure 1 depicts several possible paths for each OD-pair and the potential conflict locations. There are
three types of potential conflicts: between pedestrians and pedestrians, between vehicles and vehicles, and
between pedestrians and vehicles.
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Figure.1. Example of Mixed Flows at an Intersection

In modeling the mixed flow dynamics and their complex interactions, several critical issues as
indicated below need to be addressed:
1) How to model the real-time way finding decision of the pedestrians and drivers. First one needs to
identify a route from his/her origin to destination, and then based on the real-time road condition
to make necessary adjustments
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2) How to model pedestrian and vehicle movements along any possible directions. In Figure 1, the
pedestrians may make diagonal moves at the intersection or at any other locations. Although the
vehicles are confined by the boundaries of lanes at road segments, they are likely to take diagonal
movements when making turns at intersections.
3) How to model these three types of potential conflicts as depicted in Figure 1. Under most
circumstances, the conflict is solved by one individual yield to the other. In most existing
simulation models, the vehicle-vehicle and pedestrian-pedestrian conflicts have been well
addressed. However, few have dealt with the pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.
4) How to model the dynamic driving and walking behaviors of each individual. In most simulation
models, an individual’s driving or walking decision doesn’t always vary with encountered traffic
conditions. Under the mixed-flow scenario where a driver is conflict with a crossing pedestrian,
the longer the individual has been waiting behind the line, the less likely for the person to yield to
the pedestrian. Thus, a dynamic behavior mechanism associated with the waiting times needs to be
modeled in the simulation of evacuation traffic flows.
In this study, we attempt to address these issues one by one in the following sections with the
Mixed-Cellular Automata (MCA) model that will take the following steps to simulate the mixed
vehicle-pedestrian flows:
1) For each vehicle, update the position at the current time interval t , based on the direction and
speed of the former time interval t − 1 .
2) For each pedestrian, update the position at the current time interval t , based on the speed of the
former time interval t − 1 .
3) For each vehicle, determine its target position for the next time step t + 1 at the current time
interval t based on the static floor field model.
4) Check whether there are any potential vehicle-vehicle conflicts, in other words, whether there are
more than one vehicles sharing the same target position, and solve the conflict by adjusting target
cells.
5) For each pedestrian, determine his/her target position for the next time step t + 1 at the current time
interval t .
6) Check whether there are any potential pedestrian-pedestrian conflicts, or whether there are more
than one pedestrian sharing the same target position, and solve the conflict by adjusting the target
cells.
7) Check whether there are any potential vehicle-pedestrian conflicts, or whether there are both
pedestrians and vehicles sharing the same target position, and solve the conflict by adjusting the
target cells.
8) Reposition the target cell of an individual to his/her current cell with a probability term to model
the hesitation of an individual when attempts to move during extremely congested conditions.
A position update procedure, including the diagonal movements, will be presented below for the
Step 1) and Step 2), and a static field model will be applied to Step 3) and Step 5). For Step 4), Step 6) and
Step 7), a competition factor concept is proposed and the conflicts are solved via competitions. The
competition factor is modeled as a function of the waiting time where its two parameters of the function
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can be adjusted to represent the different levels of aggressiveness and patience of the individual.

2. Mixed CA Model
Model formalization
The MCA model applies the formal definition of Cellular Automata (Weimar 1998) for both the
vehicles and the pedestrians. To simulate the evolution of both vehicle and pedestrian flows over the
v

v

v

p

p

p

network, this study first creates two layers of lattices. Consider the set of ( L , S , N , L , S , N , f

p ,v

),

where the superscript v denotes the vehicle cells and p denotes the pedestrian cells, and:

Lv : Set of vehicle cells of the lattice

S v : Set of states of the vehicle cell,
N v : Set of neighbors of the vehicle cell
Lp : Set of pedestrian cells of the lattice

S p : Set of states of the vehicle cell,
N p : Set of neighbors of the vehicle cell
f

p ,v

: Transition function.

Our proposed model has the following key features:
•

The study area is divided into two overlapped layers of rectangular grids, and their cell sizes are
determined by the space a vehicle and a pedestrian can occupy. Each cell can only hold one
vehicle or pedestrian.

•
•
•
•
•

The maximum speed of a pedestrian is 1 pedestrian cell per time step.
The vehicle or pedestrian always moves in a straight line at each time step.
Pedestrians are grouped by their origins and destinations, and given a floor field for their needs
Pedestrians will always try to move to the neighborhood closest to their final destinations
Some random terms are used to reflect the non-deterministic decision behavior.
v

In our model, the lattice is two-dimensional, so L (i , j ) gives the coordinates of the vehicle
p

cell (i , j ) and so is with L (i , j ) . Taking a simple intersection in Figure 2(a) for example, Figure 2(b)
presents the pedestrian cell lattice and Figure 2(c) illustrates the vehicle cell lattice. There are two possible
states for each cell, S = {0,1} or S = {0,1} indicating whether the cell is occupied or not at a certain
v

p

stage. The neighborhood of a cell, varying with the maximum velocity of an individual is defined as all the
cells reachable within one time step of the speed. Figure 3 shows the neighborhood of different maximum
velocities from 1 cell to 3 cells per time step. Transit function f

p ,v

deals with conflicts and be able to
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check both layers and generate a feasible transition.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure.2. Cell Lattice Representation of an Example Intersection

Current Occupied Cell
Neighborhood Cell

Maximum Velocity = 1

Maximum Velocity = 2

Maximum Velocity = 3

Figure.3. Neighborhood Cells for Different Maximum Velocities

Position update for the diagonal movement:
Most CA models referred in the literature above simulate the diagonal movements in the same way as
with vertical and horizontal movements. However, in reality, the distance of diagonal moves are longer
than vertical or horizontal moves. For example, in Figure 4, a vehicle moves at a speed of 4 cells/time
interval. For vertical moves, it traverse 4 cells per unit time, while for diagonal moves, it can only traverse
4/1.5=2.66 cells per unit time since the diagonal movements is 1.5 times the horizontal/vertical movements.
Most CA models don’t account for such a difference, and thus could move the individual at an unrealistic
speed. To provide a realistic representation of such a diagonal move, we propose the following maximum
speed reservation technique:
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1. First, move the target individual to the new position with the current moving velocity.
2. To keep the position still right on the grid, we need to perform a repositioning process. Two
candidate points are selected as shown in Figure 4. A probability is assigned to each for selection.
The probability is determined by the distance between the current position and the candidate point.
3. The maximum speed for the current interval is adjusted by the amount we have rounded up to
eliminate the error created in the repositioning process.
In Figure 4, the velocity of the individual is 4 cells per time step. Thus, if undergoing a diagonal move,
he/she will fall between the point C between cell A and cell B. However, in the CA model, the position of
each individual should be exactly in a cell rather than somewhere between cells. By applying the procedure
above, the probability of the individual falls on point A or point B can be calculated
as: P ( xi ,t = A) =

d AC
d BC
, P ( xi ,t = B ) =
where, P ( xi ,t = K ) is the probability the
d AC + d BC
d AC + d BC

individual falls on point K, and d mn is the distance from the point m to the point n . In either case, the
maximum
max

as: vi ,t

velocity

of

the

next

time

interval

can

be

calculated

max
max
= vimax
= vimax
,t −1 + d AC and vi ,t
,t −1 − d BC , respectively, where vi ,t is the maximum speed of the

individual i at time step t.
B
xi ,t C

A

Figure.4. Example of Diagonal Moves

Static Floor Field
To model the real-time way-finding behavior, one needs to update the perceived shortest path to the
final destination at every simulation time-step. This process often causes a great computing burden to the
system. Rather than globally updating the paths, we adopt the notion of a static floor field (Burstedde and
Schadschneider, 2001) for a real-time decision, based on the local neighborhood information. A value is
assigned to every cell to represent the shortest path distance from that cell to the final destination. Usually
cells with lower values are closer to the destination and thus the floor fields in the neighborhood of an
individual can help decide where to move since they always prefer to move to a cell with a lower value
than the current one. Notice that if a path contains diagonal moves, the path length should reflect the
difference from a vertical or horizontal move. Thus, we assign a value 1.5 rather than 1 if we encounter
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such a move. Figure 5 gives an example of the static floor fields, given the upper-right destination cell.
Assuming that the individual resides in the current cell, the arrow line denotes the shortest path to the
destination cell. Since the path consists of 2 diagonal and 3 upward moves, the distance is 2*1.5+1*3=6,
which is defined as the floor field value.
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Figure.5. Static Floor Field of an Example Intersection

It is reasonable to assume that an individual will decide the target cell to move, based on the floor
field values at each time interval. Two assumptions are made here regarding the decision making process:
(1) An individual only attempts to move to an unoccupied cell or remains still at a given time interval;
and
(2) An individual has a larger probability to move to a cell closer to the destination.
To model the probability of moving to a certain neighborhood cell or remaining still, we define a
utility function U ( i , j ) −>( k ,l ) for the possible movement from cell (i, j ) to cell ( k , l ) . The utility function
represents the gain from the choice made. Given the utility functions of all the possible movements, one
can express the probability of a particular movement from cell (i, j ) to cell ( k , l ) as follows:
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U ( i , j ) −> ( k ,l )

e

∑

U ( i , j ) −> ( k ',l ')

e

……………………………………………………….. (1)

∀ ( k ',l ')∈Γ ( i , j )∪( i , j )

In Equation (1), P( i , j ) −>( k ,l ) is the probability of an individual moves from cell (i, j ) to cell ( k , l ) and

Γ(i, j ) is the set of unoccupied neighborhood cells of the cell (i, j ) . Equation (1) implies that an
individual is more likely to take a movement of a higher utility.
In order to link the utility function to the static floor fields, we interpret the gain as the reduced
distance toward to the destination due to the movement. Thus, the utility function can be expressed with
Equation (2):

U ( i , j ) −>( k ,l ) = α ( M i , j − M k ,l ) …………………………………………………………….. (2)
In Equation (2), U ( i , j ) −>( k ,l ) is the utility an individual gained by moving from cell (i, j ) to the
cell ( k , l ) , M i , j is the floor field of cell (i, j ) , and α is an adjustable parameter.
For example, in Figure 6, the bold number in each cell is the floor field value and the number in
brackets denotes the cell index. Consider an individual in cell (5) who is making a choice of movements
out of 9 possible options: moving to 8 directions or remaining still. By setting α = 1 , one can use the
above equation to compute the probability of moving up to each of these 9 directions. The probabilities for
moving
to
each
of
these
nine
movements
are
shown
in
the
set

(0.07,0.2,0.31,0.04,0.2,0.11,0.01,0.02,0.04) .
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Figure.6. An Example of Decision Making for the Next Movement

Competition factor:
Whenever there are more than one individual targeting the same cell, a conflict and competition will
take place. The individuals compete for the cell. In this study, we employ the competition factor attached to
each competitor to approximate the likelihood for an individual to win the competition. In general, the
more waiting time an individual has endured, the more aggressive he will be. When a vehicle-pedestrian
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conflict happens, the same mechanism is used. By denoting the competition factor and the current waiting
time of the individual i at time step t as Κ i ,t and Wi ,t , then the competition factor is a function of the current
waiting time, that is; K i ,t = f i (Wi ,t ) . While the exact functional form should be estimated from the field
data, we adopt a linear relationship as follows in this study; K i ,t = Ki ,0 + αWi ,t . Ki ,0 can be interpreted as
the initial aggressiveness of the individual i , and

α as the patience factor. Hence, a larger α implies a

rapid increase in aggressiveness, and thus is less likely to yield to others.
Pedestrian-Pedestrian conflict
If multiple pedestrians are targeting the same cell, they shall compete the opportunity of moving
based on their current competition factors. For example, in Figure 7, three pedestrians are competing the

Kip,t
same cell, and the probability of the i -th pedestrian will win is Pi =
.
∑ Kip',t
i'

Κ 2,p t
Κ1,pt

Κ 3,p t

Figure.7. Example of Potential Pedestrian-Pedestrian Conflicts

Vehicle-Vehicle conflict
Since the vehicle speed at a time interval may exceed one cell per time step, all cells from the current
position to the target position should be checked to see if any other vehicle may use one of these cells
towards its target position. Once all the potential conflicting vehicles are identified, we can adopt a similar
approach described previously in solving the pedestrian-pedestrian conflict. For example, in Figure 8, three
vehicles are in a potential conflict, and the probability of the i -th vehicle will win is Pi =

Kiv,t
.
∑ Kiv',t
i'
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Κ v2,t
Κ 3,v t

Κ1,v t

Figure.8. Example of Potential Vehicle-Vehicle Conflicts

Pedestrian-Vehicle conflict
For each vehicle in the simulation process, one needs to check whether there exists any conflict with
pedestrians along its trajectory. Using the same notion for resolving the conflict, we can compute the
probability of a vehicle moving along all pedestrian cells in its trajectory one at a time.

Κ1,pt

Κ1,v t

Κ 2,p t

Κ 3,p t

Figure.9. Avoid Potential Pedestrian-Vehicle Conflicts

For example, in Figure 9, the vehicle’s trajectory includes two vehicle cells in the bold borders. The
first bold vehicle cell overlaps with four pedestrian cells, two of which are also the target cells for two
pedestrians, respectively. Thus, the vehicle is in conflict with the two pedestrians. Similarly, the vehicle is
also in conflict with another pedestrian in the second bold cell. In our procedure, the vehicle has to
compete with the pedestrian cell by cell. In the example above, the vehicle compete with the two
pedestrians in the first cell, and then go on to the second cell if it wins. For a given cell, its winning
probability of moving forward, Pi , can be calculated as: Pi =

Kiv,t
Kiv,t + ∑ K jp,t
j

3.

Driver Behavior Analysis
To capture the impact of various driver behavior patterns on the actual traffic conditions, Figure 10
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presents an example segment of roadway with a crosswalk. Pedestrians are assumed to cross the crosswalk
from both sides and the vehicles are moving in both north and south directions. Assuming that all
pedestrians have an identical competition factor function, Figure 11 presents the interrelationship between
the waiting time and the resulting competition factors of three driver types under our adopted simulation
mechanism.

Figure.10. A Two-way Road with a Crosswalk
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Figure.11. Competition Factors of Individuals

Figure 12 presents the simulation results with respect to the intersection throughput under these three
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types of driver populations. The numerical results indicate the following relations:
(1) Fewer vehicles can go through the intersection under higher crossing pedestrian flows. There is a
sudden drop of vehicle throughput from the no-pedestrian to the low-pedestrian throughput cases,
mostly because of the transition from the continuous flow to the stop-and-go traffic conditions.
(2) When the pedestrian flow level reaches a certain threshold, the vehicle flow drops to zero, which
indicates a total blockage of vehicles by the pedestrians
(3) Aggressive and impatient drivers are more likely to win the competition of a certain cell over the
rival pedestrians, thus more vehicles can go through the conflict zone within the same time
window

Figure.12. Throughput Information of Different Driver Behaviors

4.

Numerical Example
To illustrate the needs of accounting for vehicle-pedestrian interaction in simulating a mixed-flow
network, we apply our model to the road network between the entrance gate on US1 and the Stamp Union
of the University of Maryland, College Park (See Figure 13). The vehicle and pedestrian demands are
listed in Table 1, where the behavior of pedestrians and driver types are assumed to follow these in Figure
11. The distribution of the different driver types is depicted in Figure 14.
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Figure.13. The Road Network between Gate and Stamp Union

Figure.14. Distribution of Different Driver Behaviors
TABLE 1 Vehicle and Pedestrian Demand

Origin

Destination

Demand

PD1

200 ped/hour

PD2

200 ped/hour

PD1

200 ped/hour

PD2

200 ped/hour

PD1

200 ped/hour

PD2

200 ped/hour

PD1

200 ped/hour

PD2

200 ped/hour

VO1

VD1

300 veh/hour

VO2

VD1

300 veh/hour

VO3

VD1

300 veh/hour

PO1
PO2
Pedestrians
PO3
PO4

Vehicles

The analysis results presented hereafter are based on the following two simulation experiments:
(1) One hour simulation with our proposed mixed-flow model; and
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(2) One hour simulation using the commercial traffic simulation software, Transmodeler 2.5
Transmodeler 2.5 can only model pedestrians on the crosswalks, so we assume the pedestrians will
always take the shortest paths and set the path flow on the crosswalks as the accumulated path flows. The
average measures of effectiveness over 10 replications with these two simulation methods are listed in
Table 2:
TABLE 2 Measures of Effectiveness of the Two Simulations
Mixed-Flow Simulation

Trans-modeler Simulation

Pedestrians

Vehicles

Pedestrians

Vehicles

Total Throughput

927

421

1042

652

Average Delay (s)

15.14

126.51

13.58

79.21

As expected, by considering all possible conflicts within a mixed flow traffic system, both individual
and vehicles will experience much longer delay than those from simulation programs without adequately
accounting for this vital issue. This overall system throughput under such a traffic system is likely to be
overestimated with existing simulation models.

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a simulation model to simulate the mixed vehicle-pedestrian traffic
movements. The proposed model divides the space into discrete cells and develops a set of rules to emulate
local and global interactions between the individual vehicle and pedestrian. The floor field concept is
applied to model an individual’s way-finding process toward his/her current target cell. This proposed
method dynamically updates paths without overburdens the computation. The concept of competition
factor is put forward in this model to resolve the conflict issues among individual pedestrians and vehicles.
A linear function of waiting time is used to model the aggressiveness and patience of an individual. Also,
unlike most previous CA models, our proposed model has accounted for the diagonal movements in a
network, making the mixed-flow movements more realistic and practical
An illustrative example presented in the paper seems to indicate that the pioneering study offers
some promising properties to address the complex interactions between vehicle and pedestrian flows. Our
preliminary simulation experiment also reflects that neglecting the conflicts in a mixed-flow environment
may result in over-estimate of its network MOEs. Note that this work is exploratory in nature, and we fully
recognize that much remains to be done in developing an efficient and operational simulation software that
can different modes of traffic and their conflicts as well as interactions. Our model can be specifically
applied to the metropolitan downtown area where complex modes exists, and for a detailed level of
downtown evacuation planning and operations, e.g., stadium or shopping mall evacuation. Our ongoing
research along this line is to integrate the simulation model with the optimization model for planning the
optimal multi-modal evacuation process.
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